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Abstract 

Emergency departments open 24 hours every day and may receive patients at any time most unexpectedly. 
Adequate resource planning to meet the various demands in emergency departments is arguably amongst the 
most critical challenges faced by hospital administrators due to the complexity of the system and diverse patient 
flows. In this paper, we present a computer simulation model to evaluate resource utilization among personnel 
and physical resources in a typical emergency department (ED) of a government hospital in Malaysia. The model 
allows administrators to see patient movement flows as well as how these flows are affected by resource capacity 
level in the ED. The use of this simulation model helps to evaluate ED operations, provides useful insight for 
possible areas of improvement, and directs the allocation of specific resources for maximal impact. Three 
scenarios were tested to find out the impact of patient surge on ED performance measures. Results from the 
scenarios show that a 30% increase of attendances according to triage zones affects most of the performance 
measures. In addition, medical assistants are the critical resources with average utilization greater than 70%.  

Keywords: computer simulation, discrete-event simulation, emergency department 

1. Introduction 

In Malaysia, emergency department (ED) in government hospitals is the front door for patients seeking for 
immediate treatment. The emergency patients often expect to receive treatment with minimum delay and in a 
timely manner. Lack of resource capacity, such as beds, doctors and nurses will hamper the care process and 
reduce health care quality, as well as increasing the potential of medical errors and long waiting times. This 
scenario is inherently difficult because in hospital, capacity decision is a major determinant for providing 
services over a specified time interval. Due to this, a sound capacity analysis is required to help ED 
administrations evaluate the resource utilization and system performance efficiency periodically.  

ED entails three main components, which are people, processes and equipments. Therefore, modelling an ED 
system requires an approach that can portray the integrated relation between those three components. Due to this 
fact, the use of analytical models that requires many assumptions and simplifications seems not practical for ED 
modelling. A significant amount of reported studies in health care has been conducted in EDs (Jun, Jacobson, & 
Swisher, 1999). Among these studies, simulation has outnumbered other Operations Research approaches to 
model EDs (Ruohonen, Neittaanmaki, & Teittinen, 2006). Simulation is chosen for at least three reasons: Firstly, 
healthcare systems require stochastic approach as there are many uncertainties and variability that are involved 
in the systems. Secondly, the complex nature of healthcare systems requires a modelling approach that can deal 
with complexity. Finally, human involvement in healthcare systems needs proper approach for interactions and 
communications between modeller and user (Brailsford, 2007).  
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Several researchers have successfully adopted and implemented simulation to solve ED problems that are 
associated with resource allocation, improving patient flow and reducing patients’ waiting time (Komashie & 
Mousavi, 2005; Ruohonen et al., 2006; Gunal & Pidd, 2007; Powell, Khare, & Reinhardt, 2007; Medeiros, 
Swenson, & DeFlitch, 2008; Ahmad & AlKhamis, 2008; Brenner et al., 2010; Peck & Kim, 2010). Other 
researchers have taken advantage on the flexibility of simulation approaches by integrating simulation with other 
techniques like integer linear programming (Centeno, Giachetti, Linn, & Ismail, 2003), genetic algorithm (Yeh & 
Lin, 2007) and optimization algorithm (Ahmad & AlKhamis, 2008). These approaches mainly used discrete 
event simulation (DES) that is able to model complex patient flows and provide detail operational characteristic 
of ED.  

DES is a modelling approach that allows end-users such as health administrators to evaluate the efficiency and 
ask “what-if” questions for existing and non-existing systems. DES is concerned with the modelling of systems 
that can be represented by series of events at discrete time intervals. Entities in the system flow around a network 
of services or processes and may have characteristics which determine their trail through the network. DES 
allows the modeller to create entities with necessary human traits such as age, gender, marital status and mode of 
arrival. These traits are typically seen in patients who are seeking various treatments in hospital system. 

DES permits one to track the status of individual entities in a system and compute performance measures 
associated with the entities. The tracking is done by focusing on times at which the various events occur. In DES 
modelling great emphasis is given on the effect of random variation. Such stochastic effects are not considered in 
analytical models and even less important in system dynamics models. Another advantage of DES is the 
animations and graphics visualization embedded in the software packages. The animations provide justification 
for factual figures and help in better understanding of the system. This makes DES as an ideal tool to 
communicate with healthcare administrators. All of these appealing facts may contribute to the increasing 
practice of DES in healthcare modelling. 

Though many models of ED were constructed, those models mainly represent hospitals in the US and Europe 
(Brailsford, Harper, Patel, & Pitt, 2009). Different factors and structures applied in these countries are not 
applicable in Malaysia. For example, there is no ambulance diversion reported in the country as the policy of 
government hospital is to serve every patient that arrives at their door. Thus, increasing number of patients to ED 
is inevitable and could increase the workloads among staffs. In addition, unlike developed countries that have 
separate ambulance providers, ambulance is part of ED services which is manned by the ED staffs who work as 
emergency staffs and ambulance crews in parallel. The following section delineates problems faced by a 
government ED in Malaysia that require a simulation approach. 

1.1 Problems 

With the increased level of population, demand for health services particularly in the ED will also be increased 
(Hong & Ghani, 2006). For instance, in the six-year period in Penang from 2005 to 2010, the number of 
attendances to an ED increased from 101 841 to 136 576 (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Number of arrival to an ED from 2005-2010 
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It represents an overall increase of 34.1%, which is higher than the 9.6% increase in Penang’s estimated total 
population in the same time period (Penang Statistics, 2010). This situation has positioned the ED under 
increasing pressure to treat its patients within the expected timeline. With more patients needing care and fewer 
resources to care for them, ED that operates at or above capacity is inevitable. If this trend persists, what will 
happen to ED should there be a surge in demand in the future? 

Emergency patients in government hospitals are classified using a three-color triage zone, namely Red, Yellow 
and Green. Red represents critical cases in which life is at stake while Green represents the least severe cases. 
The surge in demand for emergency care associated with continually changing demand case mixes makes the ED 
an ever-changing system. This situation is tougher with the introduction by the Ministry of Health (MOH) in 
2009 of a new target time for patients to be attended to by doctors in the ED (refer Table 1). The target time is 
the key performance indicator (KPI) monitored by the MOH. 
 

Table 1. KPI for the three-colour triage zone 

Triage Zone Time to be attended to 

Prior New 
Red 100% immediately 100% immediately 

Yellow 100% within 30 minutes 100% within 15 minutes 

Green 75% within 90 minutes 75% within 60 minutes 

 

The new target time only affect the Yellow and Green cases but yet is pressing the ED staff as the two groups 
constitutes almost the total number of ED arrivals. The KPI states that for all Yellow triaged patients, they must 
be attended to within 15 minutes while three-quarter of Green triaged patients must be attended to within 60 
minutes. The new target time must be achieved without additional resources. As such, efficient allocation and 
utilization of staff resources are keys to achieving these new targets. However, this places the ED at a reduced 
capacity to handle surge situations. The aim to determine the ideal staffing resources to ensure ability to handle 
this increased workload in an efficient manner is important. Thus, by using a computer simulation model the 
administrators will be able to determine the impact of patient surge on resource capacity and to identify 
increased staff requirements that will avoid delays in treatment and non-compliance to performance targets. 

2. Method 

2.1 System Model Description 

The ED understudy is open 24 hours every day a week and receives an average of 1563 patients weekly. Figure 2 
shows the primary patients’ process flow in the ED. The process flow begins with patient arrival. Patients arrive 
either by ambulance or as walk in cases. Regardless of mode of arrival, the arriving patient stops at a registration 
counter for registration. At the same time a medical assistant will triage the patient. However, critical patients 
will be sent directly to the critical area and bedside registration will be performed at a later time by the registrar. 

Once triaged, the patient moves to the waiting area and wait to be called for treatment. If there is availability of a 
doctor, the patient moves to thetreatment area and sees the doctor. Delay of doctor to patient contact depends on 
severity of illnesses. Doctors will decide if the patient needs further tests such as clinical lab tests or X-rays. 
Results obtained will be reviewed by doctors and a decision is made upon the results. Some patients will be 
observed temporarily in ED’s observation ward before release for discharge. Discharged patients can either be 
released to go home or send to hospital wards for further treatment. 
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Figure 2. The process flow 

 

2.2 Simulation Approach 

There are several structured approaches to conduct a simulation study, which in general have common elements. 
Figure 3 presents the general simulation steps as proposed by many simulation modelers (Law & Kelton, 2000; 
Banks, Carson, & Nelson, 1996; Law & McComas, 1991). A similar approach has been applied in this 
simulation study. 
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Modelling objects in Enterprise Library section to model the process flow in the ED. Just like its name, a set of 
objects in Network Based Modelling enable users to model network or layout based modelling. These objects are 
useful when the processes that need to be modelled involve certain physical space with moving entities and 
resources. This criteria is suitable for modelling hospital system especially ED. Figure 4 shows a screen shot of 
the ED model logic.  

 
Figure 4. A part of DES model logic 

 

In this study, distribution for input data is based on actual data and empirical data. Patient arrivals, time spent at 
the registration counter as well as delay time for x-Ray are independently and identically distributed as a Weibull 
distribution (Centeno et al., 2003). On the other hand, delay time for doctor to patient contact and lab results 
follow a triangular distribution (Komashie, Mousavi, & Gore, 2008). Capacity of an arrival in the model is 
assumed as a single patient. 

2.5 Model Outputs 

In order to evaluate the ED performance, we collected several performance measures. These outputs will provide 
ED administrations the information to decide upon possible alternative solutions. The following is a list of 
outputs yielded from the model: 

1) Average wait time to see the doctor. 

2) Average treatment time (length of time when a patient sees a doctor until decision is made to discharge from 
ED). 

3) Average length of stay (length of time a patient arrives in ED until discharge). 

4) Resources utilization. 

2.6 Verification and Validation 

The ED model logic was shown and verified by the ED administration. Values for performance measures such as 
waiting times were compared to current system and reviewed by the head of the department before accepting the 
model as valid. We also perform verification check based on Little’s formula (Altiok & Melamed, 2001). 

N W                                        (1) 

Where, 

N  = average number of jobs in the system 

W  = average time a job spends in the system 

λ = average rate of arrivals that manage to enter the system 
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From the simulation output, the average number of jobs in the system is estimated as the average of 
work-in-process (WIP) in the system where N = 8.545. The average time a job spends in the system is 
estimated from the average length of stay that gives W =55.29 while the average total arrival rate, λ = 0.154. 
Estimating each side of (1) separately yields N  = 8.545 and W = 8.515. Note that left hand side and right 
hand side are approximately equal, thereby providing additional confidence of the model.  

For the purpose of validation, the model is run 12 times for seven day replication length. Historical figures 
disclose that on weekdays between 5 to 6 am, there were less than five patients in the system. Therefore, instead 
of using a warm-up period, the model is started in an empty state. The simulation clock is started at any 
weekdays at 5 am. Result from the 12 replications is compared to actual 12 weeks data that record the number of 
arrivals and the number of patients in each triage zone. The difference between these data is computed using the 
following formula: 

Difference (%) = (|Simulation output – Actual data| /Actual data) x 100% 

Based on the recommendation put forward by Carson (2002) the difference must be less than 10% to achieve the 
level of sufficient accuracy. The actual arrivals range from 1504 to 1713 patients per week whereas the simulated 
arrivals vary from 1568 to 1678 patients per week. The difference between the average actual arrivals and 
simulated arrivals is 3.23%. In addition, we also computed the difference between actual and simulated data for 
the number of patients in each triage zone and obtained 3.85% for Green triaged, 2.23% for Yellow triaged and 
1.12% for Red triaged. The values are in the acceptable range of accuracy and are considered to be in a good 
agreement. 

3. Results 

The ED administrators highlighted at the initial stage of the work that they want to know whether current 
resources are adequate to serve patient surge in a timely manner. Therefore we want to see the impact of 30% 
patient surge in these resources and KPIs. The type of patient surge assumed in this model is the daily surge that 
reflects an increase in patient visits to the ED applied evenly over time. We do not consider a surge related to a 
large scale incident or natural disaster. Preliminary results from the DES model reveal that an average of 1613 
patients visit the ED per week with a standard deviation of 63, which is an indication of high variability of 
patient volume to the ED. Of the average total patients, 89.77% were triaged as Green, 9.3% were triaged as 
Yellow and less than 1% were triaged as Red. 

From the results, medical assistants score the highest utilization with an average of 70%. Resource utilization is a 
good indicator for the administration to evaluate how the resources are being deployed. The 70% utilization is 
parallel with the administration’s claim that medical assistants usually are the busiest resources because they 
assist doctors in treatment processes and also serve for ambulance services. For room utilization, waiting area 
has highest value, which is 70%. High utilization in treatment area usually occurs when most of the resources 
such as doctors and nurses are directed to treat several Yellow and Red cases that appear consecutively.  

As for Green triaged patients, results reveal that they wait on average approximately 15 minutes to see the 
doctors and spend around an hour in the system. On the other hand, for Yellow triaged patients, the mean wait 
time is 3.5 minutes and the average length of stay is 103.44 minutes. This result is similar to normal expectation 
that severely ill patients usually spend a longer period than least severe patients in ED as summarized in Table 2. 
The model does not monitor the outputs for Red triaged patients since these patients are the first priority in ED, 
where clinical care is given immediately as they arrive in the ED. 

4. Discussion 

Through discussion with the administrators we tested three what-if scenarios to identify whether current 
resources in the system are able to cope with a surge in the number of attendances. To accomplish this we 
increase 30% of attendances according to triage and see the impact to the system performance. 30% increase is 
chosen after taking consideration to the overall increase during the last six-year period.  
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Table 2. Comparison of wait times, treatment times and ALOS* 

 Original simulation 
output (base model) 

Scenario 1 (increase 
triaged Green by 
30%) 

Scenario 2 (increase 
triaged Yellow by 
30%) 

Scenario 3 (increase 
triaged Red by 
30%) 

Mean wait time 
for triaged Green 
(minute) 

 

15.20  

(95% CI* =12.4-18) 

33.64 

(95% CI* 
=23.76-43.52) 

31.16 

(95% CI* 
=22.10-40.22) 

39.13 

(95% CI* 
=27.27-51.00) 

Mean treatment 
time for triaged 
Green (minute) 

 

48.81 

(95% CI* 
=40.71-56.92) 

67.91 

(95% CI* 
=66.40-69.42) 

70.03 

(95% CI* 
=68.09-71.96) 

70.35 

(95% CI* 
=67.96-72.74) 

ALOS for 
triaged Green 
(minute) 

 

70.24 

(95% CI* 
=60.34-80.14) 

105.89 

(95% CI* 
=95.56-116.21) 

106.29 

(95% CI* 
=97.03-115.54) 

113.72 

(95% CI* 
=102.10-125.35) 

Mean wait time 
for triaged 
Yellow (minute) 

 

3.5 

(95% CI* =3.09-3.91) 

4.25 

(95% CI* 
=3.54-4.95) 

7.54 

(95% CI* 
=5.02-10.06) 

8.50 

(95% CI* 
=4.78-12.22) 

Mean treatment 
time for triaged 
Yellow (minute) 

 

103.44  

(95% CI* 
=93.69-113.18) 

113.59 

(95% CI* 
=111.19-115.98) 

101.97 

(95% CI* 
=96.74-107.19) 

116.61 

(95% CI* 
=111.11-122.11) 

ALOS  for 
triaged Yellow 
(minute) 

116.63 

(95% CI* 
=107.25-126.01) 

140.25 

(95% CI* 
=129.08-151.43) 

117.12 

(95% CI* 
=111.29-122.94) 

140.35 

(95% CI* 
=128.33-152.38) 

*ALOS - Average length of stay, CI – confidence interval. 

 

In Table 2, the average wait time before seeing the doctor is presented as well as the average treatment time and 
the average length of stay for both Green and Yellow triaged patients. Similarly, for each of the scenarios, the 
model was run for 12 times with different random number seed. The results from different random number seeds 
are computed together, which then yielded the average values that are used in this discussion. For Scenario 1, the 
30% expected increase of Green triaged patients impact most of the KPIs such as mean wait time, mean 
treatment time and average length of stay. However, the great difference between the baseline model and 
Scenario 1 can be seen in the average wait time to see the doctor for Green triaged patients, which increases by 
more than 100%. Due to the long waiting times, the total length of stay of these patients also has increased 
around 50%. 

In Scenario 2, due to the 30% expected increase of Yellow triaged patients, an obvious difference can be seen in 
the parameters of Green triaged patients. The average wait time and the average treatment time increase 
considerably as does the average length of stay. In overall, parameters in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 have 
relatively higher values than the baseline model. However, all values are within the KPI targets (refer Table 1). 

For Scenario 3, Table 2 clearly depicts that the 30% increase in Red triaged patients increases the average wait 
time to see the doctor for both Green and Yellow triaged patients by more than 140%. This could due to the fact 
that more than one doctor is required to treat severe casualties. Besides doctors, other staffs such as medical 
assistants and nurses are also required to treat the Red critical cases. Therefore, it is vital for the administrators to 
find the lowest number of additional resources needed in the ED to handle the expected increase of patient 
volume in future. 
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Figure 5. Waiting time histogram of triaged Green for Scenario 3 

 

A low waiting time and a short length of stay usually are the indicators of efficient patient flow in ED while 
maintaining sufficient resource utilization rates (Jun et al., 1999). The longer wait time suggests that current 
resource capacity was affected with 30% expected increase in Red triaged patients. In Scenario 3, the mean wait 
time for Green triaged is 39.13 minutes and 10.75 minutes for Yellow triaged. We further investigated these 
values and identified that approximately 80% of Green triaged were attended to within 60 minutes as shown in 
Figure 5. The result is in line with the new target time introduced by the MOH (refer Table 1). 

On contrary, Figure 6 shows the spread of wait times for Yellow triaged patients. It can be seen that around 11% 
of them were attended to after 15 minutes whereas only around 89% managed to see the doctor after waiting less 
than 15 minutes. The result shows that the ED has breached the new target time established by the MOH when 
30% expected increase of Red triaged patients enter the ED.  

 

Figure 6. Waiting time histogram of triaged Yellow for Scenario 3 

 

With regard to resource utilization, Table 3 displays that all scenarios have higher values than the baseline model. 
The utilization of doctor and medical assistant increases considerably as does the nurse utilization. The 
experimental results also predicted that critical human resources in the ED were the medical assistants, because 
in a stable system human resource utilization should not exceed over 70% (Luna, 2009). Higher human 
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utilization rate can reduce health care quality by increasing the potential of medical errors (Delia, 2005). 
Therefore the administration should identify ways to ensure human resources utilization is maintained at below 
70%. Also, the tested scenarios indicated that for room utilization, the waiting area was more busy than 75% of 
the time when the number of triaged patients is increased. It depicted that the waiting area was quite packed with 
patients waiting for treatment. On contrary, treatment area can cope with the expected increase of attendances 
since the utilization rates were lower than 65%.  

 

Table 3. Resource utilization 

 Original 
simulation output 

Scenario 1 (increase 
triaged Green by 30%) 

Scenario 2 (increase 
triaged Yellow by 
30%) 

Scenario 3 (increase 
triaged Red by 
30%) 

Doctor 52% 58% 65% 61% 

Medical 
Assistant 

70% 73% 77% 75% 

Nurse 41% 46% 48% 51% 

Waiting Area 70% 78% 76% 78% 

Treatment Area 50% 61% 58% 61% 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents a simulation study of an emergency department in a government hospital. The developed 
model enhances administration understanding of patient flows and how the flows are affected by the increasing 
number of patients. The model is used to investigate the possible impact of expected increase on ED 
performance using the existing resource capacity. The results show that a 30% expected increase of patients 
according to the triage zones will increase the waiting times and length of stay. The expected increase also raises 
the utilization of personnel resources, where medical assistant score the highest utilization by more than 70%. 
With the increasing of patient, the utilization of physical resources also increases. Bottlenecks in the ED occur 
when patients arrive at a rate faster than they can be treated. Alleviating the bottleneck is difficult and usually 
involves testing many possible alternative scenarios. Through simulation modeling ED administrators are able to 
make better decisions prior to implementation without affecting the real system. 

The next phase of this study will focus on integrating the result from the DES model to a macro model, which is 
developed using system dynamics (SD) approach. By integrating the models, we hope to be able to grasp the 
detailed and dynamic complexity of the ED and thus be able to gain a better understanding of complex feedback 
system in an ED. The hybrid model will also permit us to inspect the impact of sharing resources between ED 
and other units in the hospital. Future work should also concentrate on the ideal resource-patient ratio that will be 
robust enough to withstand surge situations in ED admissions. This will be useful information for planning and 
placement of critical resources in the MOH. 
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